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Abstract: Wearable devices such as smartwatches, wristbands, and GPS shoes are commonly em-
ployed for fitness and wellness as they enable people to observe their day-to-day health status.
These gadgets encompass sensors to accumulate data related to user activities. Clinical act graph
devices come under the class of wearables worn on the wrist to compute the sleep parameters by
storing sleep movements. Sleep is very important for a healthy lifestyle. Inadequate sleep can
obstruct physical, emotional, and mental health, and could result in several illnesses such as insulin
resistance, high blood pressure, heart disease, stress, etc. Recently, deep learning (DL) models have
been employed for predicting sleep quality depending upon the wearables data from the period of
being awake. In this aspect, this study develops a new wearables-assisted smart health monitoring
for sleep quality prediction using optimal deep learning (WSHMSQP-ODL) model. The presented
WSHMSQP-ODL technique initially enables the wearables to gather sleep-activity-related data. Next,
data pre-processing is performed to transform the data into a uniform format. For sleep quality
prediction, the WSHMSQP-ODL model uses the deep belief network (DBN) model. To enhance
the sleep quality prediction performance of the DBN model, the enhanced seagull optimization
(ESGO) algorithm is used for hyperparameter tuning. The experimental results of the WSHMSQP-
ODL method are examined under different measures. An extensive comparison study shows the
significant performance of the WSHMSQP-ODL model over other models.

Keywords: sustainability; healthcare; Internet of Things; wearables; sleep quality prediction; deep learning

1. Introduction

Sleep plays an important role in assisting the body to rest, regenerate, and restore
energy for proper functioning of the organs, particularly the brain. A biological clock
regulates the human sleep–wake cycle in the brain that continuously balances the wake
times and sleep of the human body [1]. Better sleep becomes an essential part of a healthy
person and helps in enhancing all body functions and mental states. The adverse effects
of sleep loss are even more profound whenever there is a poor quality of sleep or when
shortened sleeping hours take place daily, rather than as a singular disturbance [2]. The
golden standard for sleep measurement is the polysomnogram (PSG), which needs a sleep
technician, sleep lab, and observing many physiological variables. As such, polysomnogra-
phy was usually limited to the evaluation of sleep for a couple of nights [3]. Longitudinal,
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ambulatory sleep measurement could be an advantage for several people who are affected
by suspected sleep disorders, workforces in jobs where any impairments in alertness are
high risk (i.e., workers employed in the transportation sector), and healthy people who
want better sleep for maximum cognitive and physical performance and good health [4].

As per the report of the National Institutes of Health (NIH), almost 30% of the pop-
ulation has sleep disruption. Of these, 10% face both sleep disturbance and daytime
dysfunction consistent with a prognosis of insomnia [5]. Sleep disruption leads to numer-
ous health issues, including depression, obesity, insomnia, diabetes, and many more, and
even results in hypertension, acute myocardial infarction, and atherosclerosis. Physical
exercise or workouts may decrease the stress level in health-based results (well-being,
effectiveness, and sleep quality) [6]. Physical workouts are an effective feature for people
who do not have adequate sleep quality or quantity. Physical exercises are regarded as
non-pharmacological therapy for insomnia, which can be readily available. However, only
limited research was conducted on how physical exercise enhances the quality of sleep,
from either evaluation or prediction perspectives [7].

Recently, many studies became available concerning sleep quality as the key factor
for sleep quality evaluation by various gadgets [8]. Certain studies are being conducted
that examine the relationship between sleep health and elements such as illness, mental,
and physical health, or novel research works forecasting the quality of sleep. At present,
several deep learning (DL) techniques have been utilized in forecasting sleep quality
through the data accumulated from the wearable devices [9]. This study used six NN
techniques with wearables to forecast good sleep efficiency or poor sleep quality related to
wearable data from awake periods. Additionally, this work demonstrates the feasibility of
DL in forecasting the quality of sleep. The assessment outcomes of the research methods
contain effective applications in e-health solutions for sleep, specifically with CNN attaining
optimal outcomes [10], along with using wearable devices for extracting the projections.

This study develops a new wearables-assisted smart health monitoring for sleep
quality prediction using optimal deep learning (WSHMSQP-ODL) model. The presented
WSHMSQP-ODL technique initially enables the wearables to gather sleep-activity-related
data. Next, data pre-processing is performed to transform the data into a uniform format.
For sleep quality prediction, the WSHMSQP-ODL model a uses deep belief network
(DBN) model. To enhance the sleep quality prediction performance of the DBN model,
the enhanced seagull optimization (ESGO) algorithm is used for hyperparameter tuning.
The experimental results of the WSHMSQP-ODL method are examined under different
measures. In short, the key contributions of the paper are given as follows:

• An intelligent WSHMSQP-ODL technique composed of pre-processing, DBN-based
sleep quality prediction, and ESGO algorithm is presented. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the WSHMSQP-ODL model has never presented in the literature;

• A novel ESGO algorithm is introduced by incorporating the concepts of opposition-
based learning (OBL) with a traditional SGO algorithm;

• Hyperparameter optimization of the DBN model using ESGO algorithm using cross-
validation helps to boost the predictive outcome of the WSHMSQP-ODL model for
unseen data.

2. Related Works

Arora et al. [11] intend to forecast sleep quality from wearable sensors by utilizing
DL methods. Three sleep indicators were modelled that can be computed through the
data accumulated from wearable gadgets automatically. Such sleep indicators are sleep
consistency, daily sleep quality, and weekly sleep quality. Two DL techniques such as
multilayer perceptron (MLP) and CNN were enforced for forecasting the quality of sleep
based on the devised indicators. In [12], the authors use the cost-effective wearable multi-
sensor mechanism to obtain the cardiorespiratory signal in the subject. Three new features
were devised during the feature extraction process. The authors then implemented a
bidirectional RNN structure including LSTM (BLSTM) for predicting the four-class sleep
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levels. John et al. [13] present a new technique for apnea identification (pause in breathing)
from ECG signals acquired by wearable gadgets. The innovation arises from a high
resolution of apnea recognition on a second-by-second basis, and this can be attained
by utilizing a single-dimensional CNN for extracting features and recognition of sleep
apnea events.

Hidayat et al. [14] modelled a technique of data pre-processing and ML by utilizing
simple K-NN techniques to further empower the use of these data for forecasting changes
in the quality of sleep on the basis of his/her present physical activity level. This methodol-
ogy is challenged to forecast differences in five clinically approved sleep quality pointers,
through data produced by existing consumer-grade wrist wearable gadgets. Khoa et al. [15]
study manipulated federated multiple CNNs (FedMCRNNs) and multi-modal data gath-
ered from wearables for predicting the quality of sleep. The authors compute the efficiency
of FedMCRNN in many-to-many and many-to-one cases with the help of several metrics
and make a comparison with conventional ML techniques.

Arora et al. [16] focused on assessing the quality of sleep and health from smartphones
and wearables by utilizing adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference systems (ANFISs). The collec-
tion of real-time physical activities and sleep data can be performed through the user’s
smartwatches. A smartphone application can be constituted for collecting real-time smart-
phone usage data. Sleep quality indicators (SleepQual) are used to evaluate the daily sleep
quality with the help of sleep attributes that are gathered by smartwatches. Correlation of
SleepQual was assessed with smartphone usage elements and physical activity elements
utilizing Pearson’s correlation. Cho et al. [17] introduce an end-to-end DL structure utilizing
wrist actigraphy, named Deep-ACTINet, for automated sleep–wake recognition, leverag-
ing only noise-canceled raw activity signal recorded in the sleep and lacking a feature
engineering technique. The modelled Deep-ACTINet was compared with two traditional
fixed methods related to sleep–wake score approaches and four feature-engineering-related
ML techniques.

Despite the availability of ML and DL approaches for sleep quality prediction, it is
still required to boost the predictive outcomes. Due to the incessant deepening of the DL
models, the number of parameters of DL models increases, resulting in model overfitting.
At the same time, different hyperparameters have a significant impact on the efficiency
of the CNN model. Particularly, the hyperparameters such as epoch count, batch size,
and learning rate selection are essential to attain an effectual outcome. As the trial and
error method for hyperparameter tuning is a tedious and erroneous task, metaheuristic
algorithms can be applied. Therefore, in this work, we employ the ESGO algorithm for the
parameter selection of the DBN model.

3. The Proposed Model

In this article, a novel WSHMSQP-ODL algorithm was formulated to assess sleep qual-
ity in a smart healthcare environment. The presented WSHMSQP-ODL technique initially
enables the wearables to gather sleep-activity-related data. Next, data pre-processing is
performed to transform the data into a uniform format. Moreover, the WSHMSQP-ODL
method employs the ESGO with DBN model for sleep quality prediction. Figure 1 repre-
sents the overall working procedure of the WSHMSQP-ODL system. The figure shows
that the training data are given as input to the proposed model, which initially undergo
data pre-processing to make them suitable for prediction process. Next, the proposed
model exploits the DBN model for sleep quality prediction and its hyperparameters can be
optimally chosen by the ESGO algorithm.
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3.1. Data Pre-Processing

At the preliminary level, the WSHMSQP-ODL technique applies data pre-processing.
The data accumulated by smartwatches could not demonstrate sleep onset latency (time
needed to decrease sleeping after in time bed). It comprises the entire time spent waking up
in minutes that also contains sleep onset latency. Therefore, during this article, half of the
time spent waking up was assumed to be sleep onset latency. For instance, one instance of
waking up time is noted by a watch as 34 min, and the next sleep onset latency is assumed
to be 17 min.

3.2. Sleep Quality Prediction Using DBN

In this paper, in order to mine the essential features of the sleep quality of the cross-
section, the DBN network is used to extract the features of the sleep quality. At the top level
of the model, the pre-processing is performed and the useful data are fed into the DBN
model. The abstract features attained by the training and learning of the bottom model are
used as the input, furthermore, the prediction results are output through the output layer
fitting. At the same time, the DBN model is also required to fine-tune and optimize the
obtained model parameters.

DBN is a multi-layer probabilistic generative model that can learn to extract a deep
hierarchical depiction of the trained dataset. DBN is composed of different layers of RBM,
and classification is added on the topmost layer [18]. DBN is trained quickly by training
various RBM with a greedy layer-wise unsupervised training approach. After network
pre-training, the network parameters with supervised learning are fine-tuned for achieving
the best results of the classification. RBM is an energy mechanism where the hidden–hidden
and visible–visible layers have no connection and the visible–hidden layer has full connec-
tions. RBM is more commonly employed in feature extraction, classification, dimension
reduction, collaborative filtering, and topic modeling. An RBM contains Bernoulli random
valued hidden and visible units, as well as maps of the sampling dataset from the input
space of m dimension to feature the space of n dimension, whereas n < m. The RBM is an
energy-based generative model comprising a layer of visible nodes (v1, v2, · · · , vi, · · · , vm)
signifying the data and layer of hidden nodes

(
h1, h2, · · · , hj, · · · , hn

)
learning to char-
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acterize features, with every vi ∈ {0, 1} and hj ∈ {0, 1}. Then, the bias of the visi-
ble node is determined as (b1, b2, · · · , bi, · · · , bm), and the bias of the hidden node is(
c1, c2, · · · , cj, · · · , cn

)
. The energy function E(v, h) of joint configuration {v, h} can be

described by the following expression:

E(v, h) = −
m

∑
i=1

bjvj −
n

∑
j=1

cjhj −
n

∑
j=1

m

∑
i=1

vjwijhj. (1)

According to the energy function (v, h), the joint likelihood distribution for hidden
and visible units is determined in the following:

P(v, h) =
1
Z

exp (−E(v, h)) (2)

In Equation (2), Z indicates the partition function that can be the sum over each
potential pair of hidden and visible units.

Z = ∑
v

∑
h

exp(−E(v, h)) (3)

The probability allocated to v visible unit can be provided by summing over each
potential binary hidden vector h in the following:

P(v) = ∑
h

P(v, h) =
1
Z ∑

h
exp(−E(v, h)) (4)

Meanwhile, there are no direct connections between similar layers in an RBM, and this
hidden unit (HU) is an independently provided visible unit. Thus, assuming the v visible
unit, the conditional probability of the hidden vector h is shown as:

P(h|v) =
n

∏
j=1

P
(
hj
∣∣v). (5)

Likewise, assuming the h HU, the conditional probability of v visible unit can be
provided as following:

P(v|h) =
m

∏
i=1

P(vi|h). (6)

Assuming a v visible vector, the activation state of every HU is conditionally inde-
pendent. Currently, hj ∈ {0, 1}, and the activation probability of j-th HUs are defined in
the following:

P
(
hj = 1

∣∣v) = Sigm

(
m

∑
i=1

wijvi + cj

)
, (7)

where Sigm (x) = 1
1+e−x refers to the logistic sigmoid function. Consequently, the activa-

tion probability of every visible vector can be conditionally independent when the h HU
is assumed:

P(vi = 1|h) = Sigm

(
n

∑
j=1

wijhj + bj

)
. (8)

RBM can be trained to minimalize energy in Equation (1) by determining the value of
network parameter = (W, b, c). Once the RBM is trained, the network energy is minimal-
ized, and probability in Equation (1) is maximized. For maximizing log probability of P(v),
its gradient regarding network parameter θ is evaluated by the following equation:

∂ log P(v)
∂θ

= −EP(h|v)

[
∂E(v, h)

∂θ

]
+ EP(v′ ,h′)

[
∂E(v′, h′)

∂θ

]
(9)
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In Equation (9), E represents the expectation operator. The expectation on L.H.S was
computed accurately, however, expectation on R.H.S is difficult to estimate. To resolve
this problem, the contrastive divergence (CD) is used for approximating log–likelihood
gradient. The CD–k model estimates the expectation in Equation (10) by constraint k (k = 1)
iteration of Gibbs sampling to upgrade the network parameter θ = (iV, b, c). The CD is a
persistent contrastive divergence (PCD) model, making the training method very effective.
The upgrade method of variable θ is given below:

∂ log P(v)
∂wij

= P
(
hj = 1

∣∣v) · vi −∑
v′

P
(
v′
)

P
(

hj′ = 1
∣∣∣v′) · v′i, (10)

∂ log P(v)
∂bi

= vi −∑
v′

P
(
v′
)
· vi′ , (11)

∂ log P(v)
∂cj

= P
(
hj = 1

∣∣v)−∑
v′

P
(
v′
)

P
(
h′ j = 1

∣∣v′). (12)

After training an RBM, another RBM is stacked on topmost layer of the initial one.
Consequently, numerous layers of RBMs are stacked to automatically extract distinct
features that characterize complicated architecture in the dataset.

3.3. Parameter Adjustment Process

Finally, the WSHMSQP-ODL technique makes use of the ESGO algorithm for the
parameter-tuning process. The SGO is a SI metaheuristics technique based on the seagull’s
behavior in the colony [19], particularly the migration and attacking (hunting) approach.
First, they assault other birds over the sea in the migration process. Then, they make spiral
shape movements for attacking the prey effectively. Note that SGO illustrates the best
performance in global bound–constrained optimization problems. Therefore, consider that
it is implemented effectively in several real-time challenges. Nonetheless, the fundamental
SGO accomplishes significant results for unconstrainted benchmarks; by performing more
detailed examination on the CEC test suite, the convergence rate is improved.

Although the original SGO managed to discover the optimal searching area in all
the runs, in a few runs, it does not satisfactorily converge, and, subsequently, the last
produced outcome suffers from poor quality. For addressing these disadvantages, OBL
technique was developed. According to the previous study, it is demonstrated that the OBL
approach might significantly increase intensification and diversification. Following all the
iterations, when the optimum solution is determined Xbest, the opposite solution Xo

best can
be produced using the succeeding equation for all the parameters j:

Xo
best,j = lj + uj − Xbest,j (13)

In Equation (13), Xo
best,j represent opposite j-th parameter optimum solution, lj and

uj represent the lower and upper bounds of j-th variable, respectively. According to
the fitness function, greedy selection can be utilized among opposite and primary opti-
mum solutions, and the better is was conserved for the succeeding iteration. The pre-
sented method is named ESGO, and the pseudocode is demonstrated in Algorithm 1.
Finally, from the perception of computational complexity, ESGO contributes somewhat
towards the overall complexity, especially in further computation being added to each
iteration [20]. OBL process choses among Xbest and Xo

best via greedy selection. In other
words, O((N + (N + 1)) ∗Maxiterations), whereas N indicates individual amount whereby
Maxiterations denotes the iterative amount.
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Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of ESGO algorithm

Input: Seagull population Ps
Output: Optimal search agent Pbs
Initialize parameters: A, B and Maxitteration
Consider fc ← 2
Consider u← 1
Consider v← 1
while x < Maxiterations do
/∗define fitness value of seagulls l∗/
for i = 1 to n (all the dimensions), do
FITs[i]← Fitness_Function (Ps(i, :))
end for
/∗choose optimum fitness value*/

Best = FITs[0]
for i = 1 to n do
if FITs[i] < Best then

Best← FITs[i]
end if
end for
/∗choose fitness values for search agent∗/

Pbs = Best
/ ∗Migration∗/
rd← Rand(0, 1)
k← Rand(0, 2π)
/ ∗ Attacking∗/

r = u× ekv

Ds = |Cs + Ms|
P← x′ × y′ × z′

Ps(x) = (Ds × P) +
→
Pbs(x)

x ← +1
Perform OBL technique
Choose Xbest and Xo

best through greedy selection
end while
return Pbs

4. Performance Validation

This section inspects the sleep quality prediction results of the WSHMSQP-ODL
model on a dataset comprising 400 samples as defined in Table 1. The dataset holds
four classes with 100 samples under each class. The dataset was downloaded from the
Kaggle repository (available at https://www.kaggle.com/code/jumpingmandt/sleep-
data-study/data (accessed on 15 September 2022)). The original dataset holds sleep quality
values ranging from 0–100%. In our study, we divided the dataset into four classes based
on the sleep quality level.

Table 1. Dataset details.

Label Class Scale (%)-8 h No. of Samples

Class 1 Insufficient 0–40 100

Class 2 Mild 40–60 100

Class 3 Moderate 60–80 100

Class 4 Sufficient 80–100 100

Total Number of Samples 400

https://www.kaggle.com/code/jumpingmandt/sleep-data-study/data
https://www.kaggle.com/code/jumpingmandt/sleep-data-study/data
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The confusion matrix presented by the WSHMSQP-ODL method on the entire dataset
is shown in Figure 2. The WSHMSQP-ODL method sorts 87 samples into class 1, 96 samples
into class 2, 93 samples into class 3, and 98 samples into class 4.
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Table 2 and Figure 3 report detailed sleep quality classification outcomes of the
WSHMSQP-ODL method on the entire dataset. The simulation values show that the
WSHMSQP-ODL method reaches enhanced classification results in all classes. It is ob-
served that the WSHMSQP-ODL model obtains an average accuy of 96.75%, precn of 93.49%,
recal of 93.50%, Fscore of 93.48%, and Gmeasure of 93.49%.

Table 2. Sleep quality classification outcome of WSHMSQP-ODL system for entire dataset with
distinct classes.

Entire Dataset

Labels Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score G-Measure

Class 1 94.50 90.62 87.00 88.78 88.79

Class 2 97.75 95.05 96.00 95.52 95.52

Class 3 95.75 90.29 93.00 91.63 91.64

Class 4 99.00 98.00 98.00 98.00 98.00

Average 96.75 93.49 93.50 93.48 93.49
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The confusion matrix rendered by the WSHMSQP-ODL method under 70% of the TR
database is exhibited in Figure 4. The WSHMSQP-ODL approach sorts 58 samples into
class 1, 64 samples into class 2, 64 samples into class 3, and 74 samples into class 4.
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Table 3 and Figure 5 exhibit brief sleep quality classification outcomes of the WSHMSQP-
ODL method for 70% of the TR database. The simulation values manifested in the WSHMSQP-
ODL methodology reaches enhanced classification results in all classes. It is notable that the
WSHMSQP-ODL algorithm acquires an average accuy of 96.43%, precn of 92.77%, recal of
92.78%, Fscore of 92.70%, and Gmeasure of 92.74%.

Table 3. Sleep quality classification outcome of WSHMSQP-ODL system for 70% of TR database with
distinct classes.

Training Phase (70%)

Labels Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score G-Measure

Class 1 93.93 92.06 82.86 87.22 87.34

Class 2 97.14 92.75 95.52 94.12 94.13

Class 3 95.36 88.89 92.75 90.78 90.80

Class 4 99.29 97.37 100.00 98.67 98.68

Average 96.43 92.77 92.78 92.70 92.74
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Figure 5. Overall sleep quality classification outcome of WSHMSQP-ODL system for 70% of
TR database.

The confusion matrix provided by the WSHMSQP-ODL technique for 30% of the TS
database is demonstrated in Figure 6. The WSHMSQP-ODL algorithm sorts 29 samples
into class 1, 32 samples into class 2, 29 samples into class 3, and 24 samples into class 4.

Table 4 and Figure 7 illustrate comprehensive sleep quality classification results of the
WSHMSQP-ODL method for 30% of the TS database. The simulation values show that the
WSHMSQP-ODL approach realizes enhanced classification outcomes in every class label.
It is notable that the WSHMSQP-ODL algorithm gains an average accuy of 97.50%, precn of
95.36%, recal of 94.87%, Fscore of 95.02%, and Gmeasure of 95.07%.
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Figure 6. Confusion matrix of WSHMSQP-ODL system for 30% of TS database.

Table 4. Sleep quality classification outcome of WSHMSQP-ODL system for 30% of TS database with
distinct classes.

Testing Phase (30%)

Labels Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score G-Measure

Class 1 95.83 87.88 96.67 92.06 92.17

Class 2 99.17 100.00 96.97 98.46 98.47

Class 3 96.67 93.55 93.55 93.55 93.55

Class 4 98.33 100.00 92.31 96.00 96.08

Average 97.50 95.36 94.87 95.02 95.07

Finally, a comparison study of the WSHMSQP-ODL model on sleep quality classifi-
cation is given in Table 5 and Figure 8 [11,21]. The simulation values demonstrate that
the LSTM model shows a poor performance with the lowest accuy of 91.67%. Simultane-
ously, the MLP, CNN, and LR methods report moderately closer classification results. The
WSHMSQP-ODL model outperforms the other models with a maximum accuy of 97.50%.
These results verify the improved sleep quality classification results of the WSHMSQP-ODL
model over other models.
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Table 5. Comparative analysis of WSHMSQP-ODL system with other existing approaches [11,21].

Methods Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score

WSHMSQP-ODL 97.50 95.36 94.87 95.02

MLP [11] 92.46 92.53 91.35 92.40

CNN [11] 92.01 91.39 92.03 91.69

LR [21] 92.21 91.79 92.11 92.31

RNN [21] 93.08 92.39 94.61 91.33

LSTM [21] 91.67 92.33 91.99 92.79

5. Conclusions

In this study, a novel WSHMSQP-ODL algorithm was projected to assess sleep quality
in a smart healthcare environment. The presented WSHMSQP-ODL technique initially
enables the wearables to gather sleep-activity-related data. Next, data pre-processing
is performed to transform the data into a uniform format. Moreover, the WSHMSQP-
ODL method employs the DBN model for sleep quality prediction. Finally, the ESGO
algorithm is used to optimally tune the DBN hyperparameters, and thereby enhance
the sleep quality prediction performance. The experimental results of the WSHMSQP-
ODL model are examined under different measures. An extensive comparison shows
the significant performance of the WSHMSQP-ODL model over other models, with a
maximum accuracy of 97.50%. The enhanced performance of the proposed model is due
to the optimal hyperparameter selection process using the ESGO algorithm. In addition,
the inclusion of the OBL technique in the standard SGO algorithm helps to improve the
overall characteristics of the SGO algorithm. In future, feature selection approaches can be
included to extend the performance of the WSHMSQP-ODL model.
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